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Trustworthy Secure System Challenges

 Systems are increasingly 
complex

– Dynamicity

 Interactions, behaviors

 Composition

– Uncertainty

– Emergence

 Security is emergent

– A holistic system property

 Failures are multifaceted

– Encompassing both unforced 
and forced forms

 Interactions and behaviors

 Within and between the 
engineering team and 
stakeholders

Multidisciplinary Challenges Require Multidisciplinary Solutions
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What is System Security?

 Prevailing definitions too narrowly-scoped to information

– Asset, assurance, technology, system

– Associated properties of confidentiality, integrity, availability

 No definition sufficed for the broad definition of “system”

– As used by IEEE and INCOSE

– Sufficient to address the entirety of today’s inherently 

complex systems
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Historical Perspective
MIL-STD 1785 (1989) – A Statement and Vision for SSE

 System Security Engineering

– an element of system engineering

– applies scientific and engineering principles to identify security 
vulnerabilities and minimize or contain risks associated with these 
vulnerabilities

– uses the principles and methods of engineering design and 
analysis to specify, predict, and evaluate the vulnerability of the 
system to security threats.

 System Security Engineering Management

– ensures system security tasks are completed 

 developing security requirements and objectives; 

 planning, organizing, identifying, and controlling the efforts that help 
achieve maximum security and survivability of the system during its life 
cycle; 

 interfacing with other program elements to make sure security functions 
are effectively integrated into the total system engineering effort.

An vision that has remained unfulfilled

in terms of problem framing and in codifying the practices
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Suitable “frames” must capture principles and methods of 

science, and engineering and design analysis

System-oriented security frames within which to achieve 

the objectives of System Security 

In search of …

Systems-oriented

Security-focused

Engineering-grounded
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A Systems-Oriented
Way Forward

http://systems.hitchins.net/

Environment

System of Interest

Higher-level System

Interacting Systems

Other
higher-level 

systems

Other
higher-level 

systems

Context-driven control over system behavior, interactions, and outcomes to limit the 

extent of loss and adverse consequences regarding stakeholder and system assets
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NIST SP 800-160
A Step Towards Realization of the Vision (2016)

Adapted from “Bringing Systems Engineering and 

Security Together”, INCOSE SSE WG, 13 Feb 2014
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The vision for the specialty engineering discipline advocated by MIL-STD 1785 is reflected in

NIST SP 800-160 Systems Security Engineering (November 2016) 
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It provides security-related implementation guidance for 
the standard and should be used in conjunction with and 
as a complement to the standard. 
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800-160 Purpose Statements

 Provide a basis to formalize a discipline for systems security 

engineering in terms of its principles, concepts, and activities

 Foster a common mindset to deliver security for any system, 

regardless of its scope, size, complexity, or stage of the system life 

cycle

 Provide considerations and to demonstrate how systems security 

engineering principles, concepts, and activities can be 

effectively applied to systems engineering activities

 Advance the field of systems security engineering by promulgating it 

as a discipline that can be applied and studied

 Serve as a basis for the development of educational and training 

programs, including the development of individual certifications and 

other professional assessment criteria
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2 Overview of System Safety  

2.1 What is Safety?  

NPR 8715.3C and MIL-STD-882D [7] define safety as freedom from those conditions that can 

cause death, injury, occupational illness, damage to or loss of equipment or property, or 

damage to the environment. This concept of safety is inclusive of human safety, which includes 

workers directly involved in system interactions, workers not directly involved in system 

interactions, as well as members of the general public. 

Although this definition is broad, it focuses exclusively on physical, rather than functional, 

consequences. However, for systems such as non-recoverable spacecraft, damage to or loss of 

equipment may be meaningful only insofar as it translates into degradation or loss of mission 

objectives. Therefore, for the purposes of this handbook, freedom from conditions that can 

cause loss of mission (LOM) is also included in the definition of safety. Figure 2-1 illustrates the 

scope of potentially impacted populations to which the concept of safety can apply. 

 

Figure 2-1. Impacted Populations within the Scope of Safety 
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Safety is freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injury, occupational illness, 

damage to or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment. In any given 

application, the specific scope of safety must be clearly defined by the stakeholders in terms 

of the entities to which it applies and the consequences against which it is assessed. For 

example, for non-reusable and/or non-recoverable systems, damage to or loss of equipment 

may be meaningful only insofar as it translates into degradation or loss of mission objectives. 

Security, Secure System, 
Adequately Secure System
Adapted from NASA System Safety Handbook

 Security 

– Freedom from those conditions that can cause loss of assets with 
unacceptable consequences

 A stakeholder determination

 Secure System 

– A system that for all identified states, modes, and transitions is deemed 
secure

 i.e., demonstrates “freedom from those conditions ...”

 Adequately Secure System 

– Adequately secure is an evidence-based determination that weighs 
system security performance against all other performance objectives 
and constraints
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Predominate Views of System Security

 Security Function of the System

– Security functions that provide system protection capability

 Mechanisms, safeguards, countermeasures, features, controls, 
overrides, inhibits

 Security of the Intended System Function

– Security-driven constraints for all system functions 

 Avoid, eliminate, tolerate defects, exposure, flaws, weaknesses

 Security of Life Cycle Assets

– Security for data, information, technology, methods, and other 
assets associated with the system throughout its life cycle
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Key to Controlling Loss
“Freedom from those conditions that can cause loss …”

 Asset Valuation

– Establishing criticality and 
precedence of assets 
relative to loss 
consequence

 Proactively addressing 
the events and 
conditions that 
constitute failure

– Relative to asset loss

– Asset valuation translated 
to levels of effectiveness 
and rigor

– Bounded by limits of 
feasibility, practicality, and 
certainty
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 Behavior, interactions, 

outcomes

– What the system does and does 

not do 

 Control objective to 

address asset loss

– Prevent, minimize, constrain, limit, 

and recover from the extent of 

asset loss and adverse 

consequences

 Context-driven analysis

– Rarely is security a context of itself

Achieving

Security of the Intended System Function

 Inherent component protection capability

 Inherent system protection capability

 Instrumentation

– System self awareness

– System environmental awareness

 Manual, assisted, automated, autonomous response

 Verification protocols, validation protocols

 Valid and compelling arguments

 Evidence-based justification for assurance and worthiness

Systems 

Engineering

Fault 

Management

Control 

Systems

Safety Security

Reliability

Availability

Maintainability
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Notional SSE Framework

 Defines, bounds, and focuses System Security Engineering technical 

and management activities towards achievement of specific security 

objectives, and does so to present a coherent case that those 

objectives have been achieved.

Adapted from NASA System Safety Handbook,

Version 1.0, November 2011
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SSE Framework
Primary Flows
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Security and Trustworthiness

– Adequate security expressed by 

security claims

– Relevant and credible evidence

– Valid arguments that relate all 

evidence to security claims

 All systems do not have the same 

level of rigor needs

– Level of rigor is trade space factor

– Analysis conducted by subject 

matter experts

Enabled by System Analysis – Focused on Asset and Loss Consequences

System Security Analyses

Closed Loop Feedback, Variances, Change, and Continuous Improvement

Concepts, Principles, and MPTs (Means, Methods, Processes, Practices, Tools, Techniques)

Define the 
Security 
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the Solution

SOLUTION

Produce 
Evidence for 

Security 
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the Solution

Realize the 
Security 

Aspects of 
the  Solution

TRUSTWORTHINESS

Develop 
Security Case 

for Acceptable 
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Demonstrate 
Security Case is 
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PROBLEM

Define 
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Security 
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Security 
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Define 
Success 
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Define 
Security 
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Systems Security Engineering Framework

 Security case informs decisions and judgements
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Security Functions

Life Cycle Assets

System Functions

Delivers trustworthy secure systems

Develops the design oriented to objectives and success measures

Decision-making informed by data and analyses with appropriate fidelity and rigor

Controlling the loss and associated consequences of stakeholder and system assets

while realizing stakeholder capability objectives throughout the life cycle

Systems Security Engineering in a Nutshell

Engineers the protection for stakeholder and system data, 

information, technology, and method assets

Engineers the security-driven constraints for the entire system 

to limit security-relevant defects

Engineers the active and passive protection capability of the 

system

Constrained by the laws of physics and the laws of computational logic
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